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1 Over Bed/Chair Table
These Over Bed/Chair Tables are made from chromium and powder
coated steel with a wooden top which can be set at varying angles.
The table tops are trimmed with an edging so that items will not slip
off.
These tables are supplied flat packed. One version is supplied
without castors and the other version with four 2” swivel castors
with brakes.

2 Deluxe Over Bed Table 
This deluxe style Over Bed Table is both adjustable in height as
well as well as being able to adjust the tilt angle. It is supplied with
4 swivel castors, each with brakes. The table top has a wood finish
and edges to prevent items slipping off the table. The table can be
folded away “flat” for transportation and storage.

PR60198

Table Top 610 x 410mm (24 Qw ” x 16”)

Overall Width 610mm (24 Qw ”)

Overall Depth 430mm (17”)

Adjustable Height 660-980mm (26”-38 Qw ”)

3 Mobile Table
This high quality table enables the surface to be tilted whilst the
smaller, fixed surface can be used to hold all sorts of useful things.
Mahogany laminated top with deep rims on both sides to secure
items when tilted. Fitted with smooth glide castors for ease of
movement and is easily.

3

2

1

Height Adjustment Large Table Top Small Table Top

710 x 1140mm 605 x 385mm 200 x 385mm
(28” x 45”) (24” x 15”) (8” x 15”)

PR60171-P

PR60196 With Castors

PR60197 Without Castors

Table Size 560 x 410mm (22” x 16 Qw ”)

Adjustable Height 650-980mm (25 Qw”-38 Qw ”)
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1 Economy Over Chair Table
This Over chair table is made from epoxy coated steel with an easy
clean laminate Beech effect table top, which can be tilted for reading
or craft activities, the table is fitted with four castors for ease of
positioning. The Over Chair table is height adjustable from 695mm
to 845mm.

1

Height Adjustable Table Top Base

695 - 845mm 605 x 400mm 800 x 580mm
(27” - 33”) (24” x 16”) (31 Qw ” x 23”)

PR60195

2 Split Legged Overbed/Chair Table
Made from chromium plated steel and plastic coated steel tubing
with a laminated top which can be set at varying angles. Base has
two separate legs which makes it easier to place underneath beds
and chairs where the access may be restricted.
Table size: 600 x 400mm (24 x 15.5")
Height adjustable from: 650-980mm (25.5 x 38.5")

2

3

3 Over Chair/Bed Table 
This Over Chair/Bed Table is made from epoxy coated steel with an
easy clean laminated Beech effect table top, the table is fitted with
four castors for ease of positioning.

PR60194

Size

Height Adjustable 650-800mm (25 Qw ” – 31 Qw ”)

Depth 395mm (15 Qw ”)

Width Between Legs 900-1100mm (35 Qw ” – 43”)

Table Top 615 x 410mm (24” x 16”)

Table Size 600 x 400mm (24” x 15 Qw ”)

Adjustable Height 680-980mm (25 Qw ”-38 Qw ”)

PR60257 Without Casters

PR60258 With 2” Swivel Casters
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1 Blanket Lift Bar
Take the load off your feet
Keep the weight of covers off your feet without sacrificing warmth.
The Blanket Lift Bar is made of plastic coated steel. It creates a free
space of about 760 x 410 x 300mm (30 x 16 x 12"). One side slips
under the mattress and the other side supports the blanket.
Dimensions 410 x 300 x 410mm (16 x 12 x 16") high.

PR60244

3 AbleRise Bed Rails 
• Help assist in and out of bed
• Roomy Storage area
• Help prevents falls
• For home or nursing home use
Bed rails with roomy pockets turn ordinary beds into convenient
storage areas while providing support for getting in and out of bed.
Comfortable to grasp non-metal handles are warm to the touch and
can be used for repositioning and turning in bed. Easy to install,
rails slide between the mattress and box spring. Fit single and
double beds. Handles are 510mm (20”) wide and height adjustable
from 420 to 470mm (16 3/8") to (18 5/8"). AbleRise bed rails feature
strips of hook and loop that attach to the opposite end of the bed
frame for additional stability. Available in grey only.
Single
Bar Extends 1010mm (39 3/4”) underneath the mattress.
PR60248

Double
Permits installation on both sides of the bed, up to queen size.
Especially helpful when a person uses either side of the bed or in
the case of couples where both need added assistance.
PR60249

4 Telescopic Bed Rails
These chrome plated steel grab rails extend from 1168 to 1829mm
(46 to 72") and the crossbar extends from 737 to 1118mm (29 to
44"). Suitable for single beds only. Sold in pairs.

PR60247

1

3

2

5

2 Bed Backrest
Powder coated strong frame covered in breathable nylon fabric with
pillow. Adjustable in height.

PR30230

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

Single Double

4

Code Length Height 

PR20128 1320mm (52”) 405mm (16”)

PR20129 1830mm (72”) 405mm (16”)

5 Cot Side Bumpers
These bumpers are deigned to fit a variety of cot sides and can be
easily fastened in place. Made from thick foam , covered with a
breathable, wipe clean fabric.
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1 Bed Tray
This attractive wooden bed tray has a large laminated top which
tilts to a 45 degree angle for easy reading and writing while in bed.
It is easily wiped clean. The legs fold for convenient storage.

3 Home Bed Rail
This sturdy bed rail offers stability to those who have difficulty
getting in and out of bed. The frame is height adjustable and can be
positioned anywhere under the mattress of most divan style beds.
The two legs rest on the floor securely with rubber ferrules. This rail
is supplied flat packed and is simple to assemble and install.

PR60242

2 Two in One Bed Rail 
One solution for divan and slatted beds. Providing a stable support
when getting in or out of bed, the reversible plastic base is
designed so that on one side the 2 in 1 Bed Rail will fit a divan bed
and when reversed it fits a slatted bed. The innovative shape of the
metal handrail easily and comfortably enables the user’s lifting
action from lying to a sitting position and from a sitting to a standing
position. The nylon coated hand rail is treated with Rilsan ® anti
bacterial coating to prevent cross infection and is detached from the
base via two e-clips enabling it to be positioned as required for
either bed type. Complete with an easy to fit strap to hold it
securely in position. Can be autoclaved at cleaning cycles of 80°c.

PR60243 

1

2

3

Height 240mm (9 Qw ”)

Width 550mm (21 Qw ”)

Depth 350mm (13 Qw ”)

Weight 5 lbs

PR60193
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Max
user
weight 

150
kg

23.5
st

Lyfty
The Lyfty is a universal chair lift which can be fitted to existing
furniture such as armchairs and living room chairs. The patented
design of this product enables users to retain their own (favourite)
armchair, and yet be able to rise from the chair without the help
from others.

With one push of the button the electric motor is capable of raising
the user with the armchair to a standing position, and also the
reverse, but gently lowering the user back into the chairs
comfortable seated position

To stand up, press the up button. As soon as the Lyfty has reached
the highest position it will stop automatically. To sit down, press the
down button and the Lyfty will lower to the lowest position. The Lyfty
will stop automatically and the highest and lowest positions, and it
will also stop if the button is released earlier. The hand control has
soft buttons, so is to operate.

The Lyfty is easy to install, easy to reuse and cost effective.
The Lyfty is mains operated and is very quiet during operation. The
maximum weight load is 185kg (29 stone), which is the combined
weight of the user and the chair it is lifting.
The maximum user weight is 150kg (23.5 stone)

The Lyfty is adjustable in its width and depth, so can be fitted onto
most sizes of chairs. Chair sizes the Lyfty will be suitable for are:
Minimum width for legs (w)
Front legs 46cm 
Back legs 38cm 
Maximum width for legs (w)
Front and back legs 75cm
Minimum and maximum depths for legs (w x d)
47cm x 75cm
Height adjustability from 4cm to 10cm (1.5” to 4”)
Tilting angle: 0° to 14°
Weight: 15kg

Warranty
Fixed frame parts: 5 years
Motor, handset and detachable parts: 2 years

PR60750

Handset

Lowest position Highest position

10
cm

Added height 4.5cm

Tilting angle 14°

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS
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1 Upeasy
The Upeasy Seat Assist has a fire retardant, waterproof coating to
protect the surface of the foam cushion. The Upeasy has a
removable, machine washable cover. The piston on the Upeasy
slowly and automatically lifts up to 80% of your weight and has six
weight settings. No wires, motors or batteries required. The Upeasy
can be purchased with standard or V-Foam, a viscose elastic
memory foam which has good pressure relieving qualities as well
as adding extra comfort. Available in Navy only.

Weight Range     

PR30357 Standard 6-16.5 stone  36-104kgs
Cushion 

PR30358 Standard+ 6-16.5 stone  36-104kgs
V-Foam

PR30359 Seat Assist 14-25 stone  88-159kgs
Plus

PR30360 Seat Assist 14-25 stone  88-159kgs
Plus +V-Foam

2 The UpEasy Power Lifting Cushion
The UpEasy Power Lifting Cushion can easily transform any
armchair, or sofa into a riser chair. It provides 100% lift for users
and, due to the non-slip base, it can be safely used in recliners.
Weighing just 5.4kg, this power cushion has a built-in carry handle,
which makes it extremely portable. The UpEasy Power Lifting
Cushion is an affordable alternative for those who need a riser
chair, or a portable accessory for those who already own one.
Suitable for people who need assistance to sit or stand due to
insufficient upper or lower body strength. To operate the seat,
simply flick either of the power levers up, and then place your
hands on the chair arms while you are being lifted, the cushion will
stop automatically when it reaches its maximum height, or can be
stopped by gently pushing the lever down. The levers are
detachable, enabling the seat to be operated from either side.
Supplied with a machine washable blue cover that may be wiped
clean with a damp cloth. Seat depth 480mm (19”). Seat width
410mm (16”). Maximum height of seat 250mm (10”). Minimum
height of seat 60mm (2 Qw ”). Cable length 3.7m (12ft). Weight 5.4kg.
PR30361

3 Elephant Feet - chair and bed raisers
Simply place under chairs or beds to raise the height. Simple but
strong, one piece grey plastic blends with most furniture. The extra
wide top will support most types of furniture leg and a central
recess allows castors to safely locate for stability. Available in two
heights, 90mm and 140mm.

PR60700 90mm (4") Set of 4
PR60740 140mm (5.5") Set of 4

4 Leg-X - chair, bed and table raisers
Leg-X adapts conventional furniture legs rather than having to buy
expensive purpose designed raised height products. They are
variable height (just add internal blocks) up to 90mm (3.5").
Uniquely Leg X have flexible internal fins which grip the chair leg
without damaging it and allows the furniture to be easily moved.
Diameter 27cm. Set of 4.

PR60160

Max
user
weight 

136
kg

21
st

Max
user
weight 

380
kg

60
st

Max
user
weight 

380
kg

60
st

4

3

2

1



Overall Height 810 to 930mm (32” to 36 Qw ”)
Overall Width with Arms 540mm (21”)
Seat Height 510 to 640mm (20” to 25”)
Seat Width 350mm (13 Qw ”)
Seat Depth 310mm (12”)
Carrying Weight Stool 3.4kg (7 Qw lbs)
Carrying Weight Chair 4.8kg (10 Qw lbs)
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2 Prima Modular Perching Stool
The Prima Modular Perching Stool has been designed to be
attractive and practical, having applications throughout the home.
Tasks such as washing up, ironing or showering. It has been
designed with an angled seat so that these tasks can be completed
easily and comfortably with less strain. Modular design makes this
stool versatile and minimises storage space.

This stool has been designed with height adjusting legs and
cranked legs allowing the foot to have full contact with the floor. The
comfortable plastic seat cleans with ease.

The Prima Modular Perching Stool system is available with a pair of
arms and a plastic back rest, giving the option of a basic perching
stool, a stool with arms or one with arms and back. This product
can be designed to suit your needs and give the Prima Modular
Perching Stool the versatility to be used throughout the home.

Seat Size 280 x 360mm (11” x 14”)

Back Size 300 x 150mm (22 Qw ” – 28 Qw ”)

Adjustable Seat Height 570 – 720mm (22 Qw ” – 28 Qw ”)

1 Perching Stools – PU Seats
These perching stools have polyurethane (PU) moulded seats and
backs. The PU seat offers increased comfort with less chance of
slipping. This means that these products are ideal for use in the
bathroom and shower, as well as in the kitchen. The steel design of
the stool is angled to enable the user to rise and sit with ease.

PR60264 With arms 
PR60265 With arms and PU back 

1

2

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

Footprint: Small 495 x 420mm (19 Qw ” x 16 Qw ”)
Large 530 x 460mm (21” x 18”) 

PR60263 Stool 

PR60263/A Arms Only

PR60263/AB Arms and Back

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

Footprint: 420 x 470 x 480 x 530mm (16 Qw ” x 18 Qw ” x 19” x 21”)
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1 Footstool
A sturdy, steady footstool with rubber mat surface and chrome
plated steel frame. This stool makes access to the bath easier.
Also available with a handrail.

2 Perching stools
These perching stools are manufactured from plastic coated steel
tubing and fitted with a fully sealed cushioned seat. Its design is
such that the seat is angled to enable the user to rise with ease.
The stools are all height adjustable from 510-660mm (20-26") and
come in five versions as follows:

PR60253 Standard Perching Stool
PR60254 Perching stool with arms
PR60255 Perching stool with arms and backrest
PR60256 Perching stool with arms and 

padded backrest
PR60262 Perching Stool Adjustable height Padded 

Seat, Back and Arms

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

Max
user
weight 

120
kg

19
st

1

2

PR60253 PR60254

PR60255 PR60256

PR60262

Code Base of Legs Height

PR60222 305 x 406mm (12” x16”) 228mm (9”)

PR60222H 305 x 406mm (12” x16”) 228mm (9”)

Hand rail height 810mm (32”)

Front Height Minimum 500mm (20”)

Back Height Minimum 550mm (22 Qw ”)

Front Height Maximum 620mm (24 Qw ”)

Back Height Maximum 670mm (27”)

Width 400mm (16”)

Width Between Arm 450mm (18”)
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3 Wooden Compact Trolley
The trolley walker can assist those who need help carrying meals
or other objects. Manufactured from selected hardwoods, the trolley
is hygienic and easily cleaned. The melamine shelves are heat
resistant and the four legs are fitted with 50mm (2") rolling castors
and a push bar set at 900mm (37") for easy walking and support.
Dimensions: 900 x 400 x 400mm (35.5 x 15.5 x 15.5")

PR60251

2

3

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS

2

1 Lets Go Indoor Rollator
The Lets Go Indoor Rollator is an entirely new and practical walking
aid. It is light, flexible and beautifully designed for indoor use in the
home, hospital or care home.

It is comfortable to use and easy to manoeuvre over carpet and
household thresholds, and it is perfect for getting into narrow
spaces such as toilets and bathrooms.

The hand operated brakes are easy to apply and can be used as
parking brakes. The handle is soft and comfortable and can be
adjusted to suit the height of the user. The brakes are also linked
together so that both brakes can be operated with just one hand.

The Lets Go comes with a useful carry bag and clip on tray, which
is ideal for transporting drinks, plates or any other small light weight
items from room to room.

The Lets Go can be neatly folded away when not in use or for
transporting in a car.

A useful accessory in the hospital environment is the drip holder.
This optional extra is easily attached to the frame and allows the
user to walk with a drip and a walking aid comfortably.

Aluminium finish with stylish beech appearance on the rear legs.

Handle Height 790-900mm (31”-35 Qw ”)

Tray Height 680mm (27”)

Length 630mm (25”)

Width 520mm (20 Qw ”)

Width between Wheel at Front 400mm (16”)

Width between Wheel at Back 480mm (19”)

Wheel Diameter 150mm (6”)

Carrying Weight 6kg (13lbs)

PR30285 Let Go Indoor Rollator
PR30285/T Replacement Tray
PR30285/FB Replacement Fabric Bag
PR30285/DB Drip Bag Holder

2 Walking Trolley 
These adjustable height trolleys are made from brown plastic
coated steel tubing and are fitted with four swivel castors for
maximum manoeuvrability. The angled handles give improved
patient support.
Trolley PR60250 has two teak laminated shelves with raised edges
to prevent items from slipping off. Trolley PR60269 has two clip on
plastic shelves with raised edges to prevent items slipping off.
These shelves can be removed for washing.

PR60250 PR60269
Depth 450mm (17 Qw ”) 370mm (14 Qw ”)
Width Front 450mm (17 Qw ”) 330mm (13”)
Width Back 450mm (17 Qw ”) 470mm (18 Qw ”)
Height 840-990mm (33-39”) 840-930mm (33-36 Qw ”)
Width Between Handles 400mm (15 Qw ”) 420mm (16 Qw ”)

PR60250 PR60269

1
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1 Contoured Leg Rest
This padded Black vinyl leg rest can be adjusted in height. The base
is made from chrome plated steel tubing and is available as fixed
with non slip rubber ferrules or mobile with four castors. Cushion
size 510 x 300mm. Fixed height adjustments 380-510mm. Mobile
height adjustments 430-560mm.

PR60239 Fixed

PR60240 Mobile

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

1

2 Fireside Chair
This is a high quality fireside chair complete with wings, arm pads
and arm in fills. It is completed with a mahogany finish. The seat
and seat back are well padded to give excellent support and
comfort.
The chair is available in two fabrics: Plain Beige and Tenby Spruce
(Green). This is a waterproof polyester fabric with a soft touch, it is
breathable, is anti microbial and anti fungal (Anti MRSA) and is a
Crib 5 fabric.

Seat Overall

Height 460mm (18”) 990mm (39”)

Width 500mm (20”) 630mm (25”)

Depth 500mm (20”) 660mm (26”)

PR60540/PB   Pain Beige

PR60540/TS    Tenby Spruce (Green)

2

2

Please note, the Fireside Chairs are delivered securely in a
returnable wooden box.
This is to ensure the product is delivered without damage. The
collection of this box is free of charge, please call 
Tel: 01254 619074 to arrange collection.
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2 Rainbow Reacher
Pick up small items securely with minimal
finger flexion.
This reacher offers the security of suction
cups for a strong hold on objects. It features
a lightweight shaft and an easy-to-close
hand grip. Fits comfortably even in
childrens' hands and requires minimal
finger flexion. The jaws open to 110mm
(4 Qw ") wide for one of the largest grasps of
any reacher on the market.

Length Weight

PR60032 530mm (21") 119g (4oz)

PR60033 790mm (31") 142g (5oz)

1 Rotating Reacher
This reacher with the rotating clamp is ideal
for individual tasks, just rotate the clamp to
suit the job in hand. Easy to operate with
the pistol style grip, also the reacher only
weighs 260g so its very light to use,
length 787mm (31").

PR60214

3 Standard Reacher
This reacher with the pistol style grip is
easy to operate, this light weight reacher
has a magnet on the tip which enables you
to pick up metallic objects. Lightweight
reacher available in two sizes.

Length Weight

PR60208 Short 673mm (26.5") 168g
PR60209 Long 825mm (32.5") 190g

4 Folding Reacher
This folding reacher conveniently folds
down from 673 to 343mm (26 Qw to 13 Qw ").
It also has a magnet on the tip to pick up
metallic objects.

PR60205

1

2

3

4

5 Combi – Reacher 
Lightweight and robust, this versatile
reacher is ideal for picking up everyday
items around the home for those who have
difficulty bending or reaching. Containing no
skin traps, the four finger trigger action is
suitable for those with limited grip, whilst the
360°revolving head avoids the need to
rotate the wrist which may be painful for
some users.
Additional features include an easy-grip
shoehorn, rubber lined jaw that provide
extra grip when lifting, a useful magnet and
reacher tip designed for ease of picking and
scooping up papers. Trigger contains
minimal dirt traps that assist with easier
cleaning. Also features a clip for storing the
reacher on a walking frame. Available in two
lengths.

5

Length Weight

PR60210/26 660mm (26”) 160gm
PR60210/32 813mm (32”) 180gm
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1 Prima Grab Bars 
An innovation in safety grab rail design. The New Prima grab bar is
one of the strongest and most attractive grab bars on the market.
The bars feature special soft grip mouldings around the bar to
reduce the risk of slipping, even with wet soapy hands. The bars are
strong one piece moulded plastic with a super reinforced strength of
an internal non rust aluminum tube. The ergonomical grip is
comfortable and never cold to touch, unlike most metal grab bars.
The straight bars can be mounted horizontally, vertically or
diagonally. The two specially designed angled grab bars are ideal
next to the WC, helping users with weak hand strength to rise from
the seat.
Reinforced screw mounting points are concealed by colour co-
ordinate plastic covers.

PR60280 Straight 300mm (12")
PR60281 Straight 400mm (16")
PR60282 Straight 450mm (18")
PR60283 Straight 600mm (24")
PR60284 Angled 330mm (13")
PR60285 Angled 400mm (16")

1

2 Plastic coated Steel Grab Bars
These white plastic coated rails offer quality and durability.
Manufactured in 1in (2.5cm) diameter steel tube and stand 3.5in
(9cm) off the wall. They have a circular fixing plate with 3 fixing
points per plate. No screws are provided with rails.

PR60270 length 305mm (12")
PR60271 length 450mm (18")
PR60272 length 610mm (24")
PR60273 length 915mm (36")

2

6 Newel Rail
White Plastic coated steel rail, turns 90 degrees around a newel
post avoiding the need to let go. There is a left and right handed
version. Length 673mm (26.5").

PR60260 left angle
PR60261 right angle

3 Steel Grab Rails
Plastic coated grab rails available in three lengths. Manufactured
from 2.5cm (1") tube. Two fixing holes with flat fixing plates.

PR45560 460mm (18")
PR45561 610mm (24")
PR45562 685mm (27")

3

4 Moulded Fluted Grab Rails 
This cost effective range of plastic grab rails have circular fixing
plates supplied with a covering disc. The disc (A) is clipped over the
attachment screws, creating a fully insulated handle or rail. The
range consists of four rails, which are useful for the
bathroom, corridors and stairways. The rails are fluted to provide
better grip for wet hands.
Diameter of tubes 1 Qw "
Distance from wall 2 Qe "
Disc diameter 3 Et "  

Length Weight

PR45712W 305mm (12") Rail 295g
PR45716W 406mm (16") Rail 395g
PR45718W 460mm (18") Rail 440g
PR45724W 610mm (24") Rail 595g

4

5 Ashby Angled Grab Bar
A grab bar which can assist the user in rising or lowering.
Particularly useful in toilet assists. The angled design can be used
to support the forearm to give leverage and support and the
profiled design gives a pleasant non slip grip. White ABS plastic.
Length 330mm (13") Depth from wall 50mm (2")

PR45218

5

6
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4 Table-Top Finger Nail Clipper
The Table Top Finger Nail Clipper is mounted on a plastic base with
non-slip feet. The large finger pad provides comfort and good
leverage. The stainless steel clipper has a curved edge.

PR63005

4

3 Easi Grip Tweezers
Very light weight tweezers, easy to use with a self opening action.
Stainless Steel with comfortable contoured handle.

PR63004

1 Mini Easy Grip Craft Scissors
These Mini Easy Grip Scissors fit easily and comfortably into the
hand, with a looped handle for easy cutting. These scissors are
ideal for needlework, crafts or for use when cutting in more intricate
areas. The self-opening handle is ideal for persons with arthritis or
thumb injuries and can be used with right or left hand. Supplied
with blade guard.

PR63003

2 Loop Scissors
Gently squeeze the loop scissors for easy cutting. The textured
Polypropylene handles are contoured to fit comfortably in the hand.
Self opening handle is ideal for persons with arthritis or thumb
injuries. The detachable spring band may be reversed as needed to
restore spring tension. The 2 Qr " stainless steel blades are available
with round tips or pointed tips. Total length is 152mm (6"). Use with
right or left hand.

PR63008 Rounded End 45mm
PR63009 Pointed End 45mm
PR63010 Pointed End 75mm

3

1

2

5 Nailmaid
Nailmaid is a unique product, assisting you in an easy way to have
beautiful and even nails. Nailmaid makes it easy to care for long
nails and acrylic extensions – one insert allows the use of various
profiles with different lengths.
The Nailmaid is easy to use and can be used for both left and right
handed people. It is a very safe and easy way to take care of your
nails. It is especially useful for people who have limited use of their
hands or can only use one hand.
The unit is battery operated and comes with a recharging lead.
The Nailmaid is amust for all those with a practical sense for nail
care.

PR45099

5
EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS
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1 Tweezers with Magnifying Glass
For close up clarity these magnifying tweezers are ideal for
handling small objects.
• Help with removing difficult to see splinters
• Magnifies small items to be moved using the built in tweezers
• Ideal for stamp collectors or other hobbies

PR63025

2 Nail Clipper with Light and Magnifier
Magnifies and illuminates finger and toe nails as they are cut with
the built in clippers. Nail file included. Helpful for the visually
impaired.
• Quality steel sprung-loaded cutters
• Adjustable angle magnifying glass
• Super bright white LED light with on/off switch
• Built-in nail file area
• Measures 10.7 x 8.2 x 2.7cm
• Three button cell batteries included

PR63026

3 Fiskars Rotary cutters and cutting mat
Rolling action makes cutting a breeze.
Fiskars Rotary cutters feature a contoured loop handle for a
comfortable, secure grip. Cuts foam board, matt board, paper, vinyl,
fibreglass, cardboard and many other materials. Blade retracts into
recessed well for safe storage. Suitable for use with either the right
or left hand. The self-sealing fiskers cutting mat protects table tops
when cutting material with mat knives or rotary cutters. The grid
lined mar measures 460 x 610mm (18 x 24").

PR70012 1" Cutter
PR70013 1 Er " Blade
PR70014 Cutting mat

6 Long Handled Toenail Scissors
The moulded finger and thumb grip on these Toenail scissors allow
easier gripping and greater leverage. The extended shank gives
extra reach for those who have difficulty bending, and the long loop
handle allows strength and control of the whole hand being used.
The slightly serrated stainless steel blades stop the nail from
slipping whilst being cut. This strong angled blade provides a good
cutting position and can cut through even the toughest nails.
Measures 210mm (8 Qr ") long .

PR63006

4 Rolling Scissors
Rolling scissors are operated by rolling instead of squeezing,
effectively reducing hand strain, cramps and fatigue. Ideal for
persons with limited grip due to arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome.
No pointed blades or sharp edges. The built in line guide ensures
clean, smooth, accurate cuts of any length. Cuts through multiple
sheets of paper, wrapping paper, blue prints, film, acetate and most
plastics. Contoured ergonomic handle may be used with either left
or right hand.

PR63007

5 Good Grips All Purpose Scissors
All purpose scissors are easy to use. Squeeze then relax the hand
as the handles spring open for the next cut. Scissors are operated
with the whole hand, not just the fingers, making them ideal for
persons with thumb injuries or decreased hand strength. Precision
ground stainless steel blades measure 89mm (3 Qw ") long.
Dishwasher safe. Total length is 222mm (8 Er "). Can be used with left
or right hand.

PR63011

4
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2 Pill Crusher/1
Grinds hard to swallow pills.
The pill crusher effortlessly crushes pills into powder for easier
swallowing. The large knob helps persons with a limited grasp
prepare their own medication. Knob contains a convenient storage
compartment. Household dishwasher safe.

PR60020

4 7 Day Extra Large Pill Box
A large dispenser to enable a selection of pills to be added to each
daily compartment. The large letters and compartments are helpful
for users with poor eyesight or dexterity. Each day has a flip top lid.
Overall length 230mm. Width 45mm. Depth 27mm.

PR61430

3 Pill Splitter
Eliminate the mess and inaccuracies of dividing medication. Easily
cuts pills without the risk of cutting the hand. Compact design is
convenient for travelling. Safe for coated and uncoated tablets up to
13mm in diameter. Storage compartment holds unused portions.
Dishwasher safe. Retail pack.

PR61500

6 Weekly Multi Dose Pill Box
Suitable for up to four times daily medication for one week or for
four weeks once daily. The box has the weekdays and morning,
noon, evening and night printed and in Braille. Medication record
label included. Colour may vary.

PR61431

5 7 Day Mini Pill Box
The large 7 day pill box has 7 compartments, one per day for daily
medication with a flip top lid. The lids are marked with letters and
Braille. Colours may vary. Overall length 130mm. Width 35mm.
Depth 24mm.

PR61432

4

5 6

1 Pill Crusher/2
Crushes uncoated pills into powder by a screw action. Ideal when
mixing the medication with a drink or food. Useful for children or
those with difficulty swallowing.

PR61437

1

2 3
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4 Pill Box Reminder
Don’t forget to take your pills. This great little timer is pocket size or
can be worn around your neck and pre set to sound when you are
due to take your medication.
• Pocket size pill box with neck cord
• Audible alarm and flashing light indicate when medication is due
• Real time display
• Count down timer up to 19 hours 
• Count up timer to 19 minutes 59 seconds
• Uses 1 x 1.5v Button cell battery (Included)

PR61433

1 Poppet Pill Remover
A quick and easier way to remove and organise pills for everyday
use. Removes pills from various pill packs and collects them in the
handle, enabling the user to place the correct pill in an organiser.
Takes away the need to handle small and awkward pills. Compact
and lightweight for transportation.

PR61435

1

2 Pill Daily Dose
A wallet containing seven individual transparent one-day strips,
marked with the day and dose time. A pouch is supplied to carry a
strip.
PR61438

3 7 Day Maxi
An easy to use seven day dispenser, suitable for carrying a whole
week’s medication. Colours may vary.

2

3

4

PR61436
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Carving Fork with Right Angled Handle

Cheese Grater with Right Angled Handle

Cheese Slicer with Right Angled Handle

Spatula with Right Angled Handle

Bread Knife with Right Angled Handle

Forked Knife with Right Angled Handle 

Carving Knife with Right Angled Handle

Magnetic Rack

1 Right Angled Handle Kitchen
Utensils
This range of Easy-Grip Kitchen Utensils
have comfortable, contoured handles with a
non-slip "soft-feel" finish, giving a firm grip
in either hand. The handle is angled at 90°
to maintain the hand and wrist in a natural,
stress-free position. This entire range of
utensils is lightweight and all metal parts
are made from stainless steel. All items
within the range are dishwasher safe.

PR63012 
Carving Fork with Right Angled Handle
Overall Length 195 mm

PR63013 
Cheese Grater with Right Angled Handle

PR63014
Cheese Slicer with Right Angled Handle

PR63015 
Spatula with Right Angled Handle

PR63016
Bread Knife with Right Angled Handle

PR63017
Forked Knife with Right Angled Handle
Overall Length 210 mm

PR63018
Carving Knife with Right Angled Handle
Overall Length 240 mm

PR63019
Magnetic Rack
Wall mounted magnetic storage rack, holds
utensils easily. Screws and fixing supplied.
Overall Length 335mm.

1

2 Pan Holder
Pots stay in place for one-handed stirring.
Stirring with one hand is easy with the Pan holder. Place the pan-
handle in the slot of the steel-wire frame. Attach to the stove top
with the suction cup feet. Accommodates different sizes of pots and
pans. Epoxy coating to prevent scratches on ranges and cookware.

PR60012

2
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1 Kettle Tipper
This tipper allows the safe and steady pouring of hot liquids without
lifting any weight. It is suitable for most types of teapot or electric
kettle and comes with a Velcro strap for added security. Made
completely from plastic it is lightweight and corrosion resistant.
Suitable for use with cordless kettles. Length 205mm (8”). Width
275mm (11”). Height 200mm (8”). Weight 500g. When using the
tipper with a cordless kettle (especially a jug kettle) for extra safety,
it is recommended that the tipper stabiliser base is used.

PR60011

2 Tipper Stabiliser Base
Stabiliser base for kettle/teapot/jug
tipper 

PR60011/BASE

1

2

3 Jug Kettle Tipper 
Designed specifically for the use with jug kettles, this sturdy wire
tipper makes it safe and easy to pour water. Hold your kettle
securely in a cradle and pivots gently to pour with the need to lift.
Not suitable for cordless kettles.

PR60072

4 Swedish Cutting Board
Vice holds food for one-handed cutting.
This adaptable cutting board can be used to slice and grate food or
hold mixing and salad bowls. Designed for one-handed use, with
stainless steel food spikes and a vice to hold objects. The vice can
be used to hold jars while opening lids. Rubber suction feet secure
the board to surfaces. The white plastic board measures 300 x
280mm (12 x 11"). Weighs 3lbs. (1.3kg). Clean dish with soap and
water.

PR60004

4

6 Waterproof Cutting Board
Aluminium food spikes hold food for safe cutting.
Cut and prepare food on the polyethylene waterproof cutting board.
Aluminium food spikes hold food while cutting. Durable board has
rounded edges and is easy to clean. Four rubber suction feet
anchor the board securely to the surface. Two polyethylene food
guards prevent food from sliding off the board. The small board
measures 190mm (7 Qw ") square, and the large board measures
280mm (11") square. Weighs 1 Qr lbs. (.57kg). Dishwasher safe.

PR60001 Small

PR60002 Large

5 Spreadboard
Bread holder is ideal for one-handed use.
Spread condiments easier with this easy-to-clean plastic holder.
Non-slip feet and a downward curved lip keep the Spreadboard
securely in place. Top rack dishwasher safe.

PR60003

5
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1 Mini Cap Gripper
The Mini Cap Gripper fits all kinds of small screw lids (pill bottles,
soft drinks etc). Apply the rubber belt around the lid and tighten it
with the thumb wheel, then turn sharply, and you can unscrew the
lid. Easy to use. Thumb wheel allows one handed adjustment.
Patented ergonomic design.

PR60051

2 Cap Gripper
The patented Cap Gripper fits all kinds of screw lids. Apply the
rubber belt around the lid and tighten it with the thumb wheel. Then
turn sharply, and you can unscrew the lid. Easy to use. Thumb
wheel allows one handed adjustment. Patented ergonomic design.

PR60052

3 Turn Key
Screw cap cartons can be difficult to open especially for children or
elderly people who often lack the strength in their fingers. The Turn
Key Screw cap opener solves the problem. Besides opening the
carton’s screw cap, Turn Key has an extra function. The small plastic
lid underneath the screw cap that has to be removed by pulling a
ring is easily removed using the small hook on the side of the
opener.

PR60053

1

2

3

4 "T" Turning Handle
Perfect for persons with reduced dexterity.
Turn just about anything with the "T" Turning Handle. Fits over
knobs, keys, faucets and other irregularly shaped handles. The
easy-to-grasp, 89mm (3 Qw ") "T" shaped handle provides leverage
and a secure grip. The steel prongs are embedded in a durable
plastic base to secure the object being turned. Fits items up to
32mm (1 Qr ") in diameter.

PR60018

5 Screw Top Bottle Opener
Make life easier by using the unique screw top bottle opener.
Suitable for soft drinks and other bottles, its easy hold shape fits
over and grips most screw tops so that a simple turning action
releases even the most stubborn tops. Use the screw top opener to
easily remove tamper-proof tear off strips too.
DLCC approved.

PR60034

4

656 Multi Grip
Practical and patented opener for various bottles with safety caps,
like cleaning liquids and pill bottles (Keep out of reach of children!)
Also ideal for opening soft drink bottles with plastic screw lids. The
Multi Grip is a practical and efficient helper, especially for the elderly
people that lack strength in their hands. Place the Multi Grip over
the safety cap and with a joint pressure and turning movement, the
cap is easily unscrewed. Thanks to the “wings” on the Multi Grip the
opening of the safety cap is now easy.

PR60036
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1 Spill-Not Jar Holder
Holds jars and prevents spills.
Persons with limited grip or the use of only one hand can easily
open jars from 25 to 100mm (1 to 4") in diameter. Four rubber feet
keep the holder securely in place. Can also be screwed to a work
surface or inside drawer.

PR60006

1

2
2 Jar Pop Key
Patented and design awarded jar opener that fits all traditional
preserving jars. The Jar Pop Key is placed against the lid of the jar,
and with a slight lift, the vacuum is released, and the lid can now be
easily unscrewed. The Jar Pop Key is made out of high density ABS
plastic in an elegant design. Jar Pop Key has no sharp edges or
points, no removable parts, and is extremely durable. Dishwasher
proof.

PR60035

3 Can Pop
Most of us have difficulties when trying to open a beverage can. If
one manages to get the finger under the ring at all, the result is
often a broken nail. With the patented can pop you can easily open
your can. The opener is simply placed under the ring of the can, and
with a gentle lift the can is opened. The Can Pop is designed so that
the opener fits around the ring, avoiding the opener slipping to the
side when fitted. The handle itself works according to the principle of
the lever and therefore opens cans easily. The Can Pop is made of
high density ABS plastic in an elegant design. The Can Pop has no
removable parts and is extremely durable. Dishwasher Proof

PR60059

4

3

4 J - Popper
Practical and patented opener for all cans with a ring pull opening
device. No more broken nails and sore fingers from opening cans.
Leave your kitchen without stains of food. Place the tip of the J-
Popper under the ring and pull the handle. In that way the lid is
removed safely and without trouble. At the same time and due to the
controlled pulling you can avoid the contents of the can spilling out.
The J-Popper is made from high density ABS plastic in an elegant
design. J-Popper has no removable parts, and is extremely durable.
Dishwasher proof.

PR60037
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Yellow Dycem 
Yellow Dycem is available in a variety of formats: reels for self
adhesive strips and anchor pads. Designed for use by those with
visual impairment and is also perfect for use with children.

See our paediatric section for other Dycem products e.g. Hippo &
Tortoise play mats.

1 Non Slip Rectangular Mat
25cm x 18cm x 0.32cm (10" x 7 Qr " x Qi "). Weight 140g 
PR61603 BLUE
PR61604 RED
PR61605 YELLOW
35cm x 25cm x 0.32cm (14" x 10" x Qi "). Weight 330g.
PR61606 BLUE
PR61607 RED
PR61608 YELLOW

3 Non Slip Reels
Dycem reels are made from a non-woven fabric, which is coated on
both sides with Dycem. This material can be cut with scissors from
the reel in large pieces to cover larger areas, or can be cut into
strips, small pieces or shapes. Also suitable for physiotherapy use
on the floor.

20cm x 2m (8" x 2.2yd)
PR61609 BLUE
PR61610 RED
PR61633 SILVER
40cm x 2m (16" x 2.2yd)
PR61611  BLUE
PR61612  RED
PR61634 SILVER
20cm x 9m (8" x 9.9yd)
PR61613  BLUE
PR61614  RED
PR61635 SILVER
40cm x 9m (16" x 9.9yd)
PR61615  BLUE
PR61616  RED
PR61636 SILVER

Dycem 
This non-slip material grips on both sides to secure objects,
yet peels off surfaces easily. Use on trays and tables to keep
plates and cutlery from sliding, or pens and pencils from
rolling off tabletops. Dycem is also ideal for adhering
cushions and inserts to wheelchairs.

Dycem is available in pre-cut round or rectangular pads or on
rolls. There is also a range of Childrens Play Mats available
in our Paediatric section, in bright colours, red, blue and
yellow, and Non-slip Floor Mats available in the Moving and
Handling section of this catalogue.

Dycem is non-toxic and can be cleaned with soapy water to
retain its properties. It is not effective when wet and must dry
before use. All Dycem items can be autoclaved at 220°F
(103°C).

1

2 3

4 Stay Tray with Bean Bag 
This tray features a Dycem Non-Slip mat to prevent the tray
contents from slipping. It also has a bean bag attached underneath
to allow it to sit comfortably on the knees in a very stable position.
The detachable bean bag has a washable cover. Ideal for use when
sitting in a chair or bed. Size: Length 450mm - Width 330mm

PR60245

2 Non Slip Circular Mat 
14cm x 0.32cm (5 Qw " x Qi ") diameter. Weight 74g.
PR61600 BLUE
PR61601 RED

4

5 Furniture Discs
The furniture disk has a 2” diameter and can be used as it is or
trimmed to fit the bottom of chairs, tables or other furniture. Non slip
floor discs are designed to stop chairs and sofas sliding on Parquet
/ wooden floors. Non slip floor discs also help prevent scratching of
your floors. Available in packs of 8. Colour: Blue
PR61637

5

3
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3 Bottle and Jar Opener
Secure grip for easy twist off.
The Dycem Moulded Cone Bottle Opener provides a soft, secure
grip when opening safety caps and childproof lids. The opener fits
comfortably and snugly into the hand. Wash with warm soapy water
to retain tackiness.

PR61628 Bottle Opener BLUE
PR61627 Jar Opener BLUE

4 Self Adhesive Strips
Versatile Dycem strips.
These Dycem strips have an adhesive backing to secure them into
place. They are very versatile and can be attached to wheelchair
arms, walking frames and sticks, or to build up handles to give a
more secure grip on pens, cutlery and tools. Colours available in
blue and yellow.

PR61630 400mm x 30mm (Pack of 3) BLUE

PR61631 400mm x 30mm (Pack of 3) YELLOW

5 Slipagrip Anti Slip Rolls
Slipagrip excel has amazing non slip properties and a multitude of
uses i.e under chair or wheelchair cushions, under mats or rugs, on
tables or shelves etc. Rolls are 500mm (20") wide and 1.65 metres
(65") long and come in assorted colours. Colours may vary.

PR61580  50cm x 1.65m roll

2 Grip It Non Slip Reels
20cm x 2m (8" x 2.2yd)
PR61617  TRANSPARENT
PR61618  GREEN GINGHAM

40cm x 2m (16" x 2.2yd)
PR61619  TRANSPARENT
PR61620  GREEN GINGHAM

20cm x 9m (8" x 9.9yd) 
PR61621  TRANSPARENT
PR61622  GREEN GINGHAM

40cm x 9m (16" x 9.9yd)
PR61623  TRANSPARENT
PR61624  GREEN GINGHAM

1 Self Adhesive Panel
These Dycem self-adhesive panels measure 400 x 900mm (16" x
35") and can be cut down to any size required. These self-adhesive
panels will stick to most clean, dry, flat surfaces.
Available in blue only.

PR61629  BLUE

1
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1 Tube Master
Tube master squeezes out the last remains of the tubes in a simple
way that leaves nothing inside the tube. The tube is easily mounted
through the slide of the Tube Master, and by pulling gently towards
the lid the tube is emptied out.
The Tube Master is made of high density ABS plastic in an elegant
design. Tube Master has no sharp edges or points, no removable
parts, and is extremely durable.

PR60054

1

2 SupaGrip Plug
The supagrip is a standard three pin plug with a specially moulded
nylon loop handle built on to it to aid easy insertion and removal
from sockets. All the fingers can fit in the handle to give excellent
leverage and it can also be removed with a reacher. It is supplied
with a 13 amp fuse. Each plug weighs 85g. One plug per pack.

PR60046

2

5
5 Cheekey
The Cheekey provides excellent leverage and increased grip for
keys. A clever little device that makes holding and turning a key
much easier and also doubles as a ring pull aid, for all the cans that
have made life difficult for people with Arthritis and dexterity
problems. Fits 99% of keys tested and carries more than two keys.
Also assists unattached keys.

PR60047

4 Key Turner III
Curved handle fits comfortably in the hand and allows for easy
turning.
The heavy-duty plastic handle of the Key Turner III provides extra
leverage for easy turning. Ideal for persons with arthritis or a weak
grip. Holds three keys. Fold the keys into the handle when not in
use. The Key Turner III measures 120mm (4 Er ") long, 22mm ( Ui ")
wide, with a 100mm (4 Qi ") circumference.

PR60026

4

3 Hold On
The patented Hold On is a handy holder for plastic bags etc; Fits
into every pocket, purse or bag and is therefore easy to take
anywhere. The Hold On is easily mounted on every kind of plastic
bag and by using the Hold On one avoids sore fingers and red
marks on you hands from carrying heavy plastic bags. Hold On is
made of plastic and has no sharp edges or removable parts.
Dishwasher proof. Pack of 2.

PR60055

3
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1 One Handed Tin Opener
A powerful yet simple tin opener designed to be safely used in one
hand. Ideal for the elderly or disabled.
• One hand operation
• Magnetic holder for lid of tin
• Ergonomically shaped handle
• Simple to use with auto on and off
• Mains operated for extra power and economy
• Removable blade
• Measures 22 x 8.5 x 10cm

PR60069

2 One Handed Electric Food Grater
A powerful yet simple grater designed to be safely used in one
hand. Can be used for cheese, nuts, chocolate or other ingredients
suitable for grating. Ideal for the elderly or disabled.
• Lightweight one hand operation
• Two different size stainless steel grater drums included
• Easy to operate and ergonomically designed
• Rechargeable for extra power and economy
• Battery and charger included
• Removable parts for cleaning

PR60068

4 Easiturn Tap Turner
These aesthetically designed tap turners fit easily onto crosshead
style taps and act as convenient levers making turning the tap on
and off much easier. Made of high quality plastic, the tap turners
are supplied in pairs with one red and one blue turner. The turners
also feature a Braille symbol “C” and “H”, making them useful for
those with a visual impairment.

PR45565

3 Cloth – Press
“Easy Squeezey” enables weak and painfull hands to produce nice
moist cloths for cleaning the kitchen.
Use directly in your sink
Easy to use for people with weak and painfull hands
Simply insert your cloth and push down on the black handle
Compact and unbreakable design
Dishwasher safe

PR60071
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1 Good Grips "Y" Peeler
Good Grips handle ensures a secure hold, even when wet.
The Good Grips Y Peeler blade swivels and requires minimal range
of motion of the wrist or elbow with its horizontal blade. This peeler
has a stainless steel blade and tapered, oversized hole for hanging.
Household dishwasher safe.

PR63020

2 Good Grips Swivel Peeler
Good Grips Swivel Peeler cuts easily and requires minimal wrist
movement.
The Good Grips Swivel Peeler has a stainless steel blade and
tapered, oversized hole for hanging. Its Good Grips handle ensures
a secure hold, even when wet. Household dishwasher safe.

PR63021

3 Good Grips Jar Opener
Comfortable, built-up handle helps open stubborn lids easily.
The patented Good Grips handle on this jar opener provides a
flexible, non-slip grip when removing twist-off lids from jars and
bottles. Two metal grip strips allow for easy removal of lids ranging
from 13 to 95mm ( Qw to 3 Er ") in diameter. Household dishwasher
safe.

PR63023

4 Good Grips Locking Can opener
This dishwasher safe can opener with Good Grips handle, has a
lock release button and over-size knob for better grip, making it
easier when opening cans.

PR60041

1
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5 Coolhand 
A hot plate needs a cool hand!
• Avoid burnt fingers the easy way
• Plate gripped and released as simply as using your hand
• Uses the power of leverage so that the entire hand takes the weight
• Ideal for those with arthritis and limited hand dexterity
• Light, strong and durable
• Easy to clean with no dirt traps

PR60067

5
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1 Automatic LED Night Light
A night light for any room. New LED technology lasts for over 30000
hours with low power consumption. Light sensor control switches
on/off automatically.
• Turns on at dusk and off at dawn-automatically
• Emits bright and warm light
• Modern design
• Economical and long life LED technology which generates almost 

no heat
• For use in the bedroom or any other room where background light

is needed.
• Fits into normal UK 3 pin square plug socket
• 230v-240v/. 5w
• Measures 6 x 10 x 2cm (When plugged in)

PR70071 (Two LED Lights in One Pack)

2 Safe-T-Light
An all-in-one power failure and night light with a detachable torch,
for home or office use. This multi-functional plug-in light provides
low-level lighting during the night, ideal for halls, landings and
bedrooms to assist in preventing accidents. Features an emergency
light that remains lit for over 8 hours during a mains power failure.
The rechargeable light can be removed from the base and used as
a torch when moving around in the dark. Plugs directly into a 13-
amp BS power socket, allowing the user to use other electrical
equipment from the same socket. Height 180mm (7-1/5”). Width
65mm (25 Qw ”). Depth 50mm (2”). Weight 450g.

PR60074

4 Long Handled Dustpan and Brush
The long handle means you don’t have to bend down
which really takes the backache out of cleaning.
865 x 240 x 190mm (34” x 9” x 7”)
Colours may vary.

PR60064

5 Magiplug® Bath Plug & Kitchen Sink Plug
Available as either a bath or kitchen sink plug, the Magiplug® is a
unique device that reduces the risk of scalding and flooding. A
Magiplug’s® ingenious pressure release mechanism allows a bath
or sink to be filled to a specific level and then if left unattended,
releases excess water to prevent overflow. Prevents the damage
and expense caused by flooding your bathroom or kitchen. The
heat sensitive pad on the plug changes colour when the water
temperature reaches 36°c to alert the user that the water may be
too hot, reducing the risk of scalding. Mafiplug® is a useful addition
to any home and especially useful for anyone who is liable to forget
to turn off the taps. Attaches easily to your existing plug chain.
Dimensions: 70mm (2 Qw ”) Weight: 71g (2 Qw oz)

PR60070/B Bath
PR60070/S Sink 

3 Digital Two Channel T.E.N.S. Machine
A fully approved and certificated T.E.N.S. machine for pain relief,
body toning and massage. (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve
Stimulation)
• Easy to use with 12 pre-set programs
• 2 channel user defined programs for individual needs
• 4 re-useable treatment pads included
• Last measurement memory
• Auto power off lock for safety
• In use timer with memory
• Measures 63 x 145 x 20mm
• Uses 4 x AAA Batteries (Not included)

PR61434 T.E.N.S. Machine

PR61434/ELEC Electrodes with pads

PR61434/LEAD Lead & Plug

PR61434/PADS Pads for T.E.N.S. Machine

1
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